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Summary. A virtual endoscopie view is not necessarily the best way to examine
a hol!ow orgall, such us, the colon. The inner surface of the colon is where polyps
are located, and therefore what is examined by the physicians. A flight through the
colon using a common endoscopie view shows a smal! percentage of the inner surface.
Virtually Ilnfolding of the colon can be a more etficient way to look at the inner
surface. We propose t.wo methods to unfold the colon: a method that unfolds the
colon locally using local projections, and a method that obtains agiobal unfolding
of t.he colon by achieving a suitable parameterization of its surface.

1 Introd uction
Most of the virtual endoscopy applicat.ions presented in the last years concentrate
on simulating the view of a real endoscope. 'Ihis is the view that endoscopists are
used to, and it is useful for certain applications. like in an intraoperative scenario.
However. it is not necessarily the best way to inspeet the inner sllrface of an organ.
Actually, a real endoscope and organ are subject to physical limitations that a
virtlla! endoscope alld organ do not have. In this chapter. we concentrate on virtual
cololloscoPY, which focllses 011 thc examination of the cololl.
Physicialls are rnaillly interested in visuali7.ing the inner surface of the colon
which is when~ polyps can be detected with endoscopy. It is important that the
physician can estirnate the size of polyps, sincc large polyps are more likely ta
devclop into rnalignancies. Thc usual endoscopie view visualizes just a smal! part of
the surface. Furthermore, it is ditficult to detecl. polyps l.hal. are situated behind l.he
folds of the colon. An efficienl. way l.o inspeel. l.he inner surface would be to open and
unfold the colon, and then examine its internal surface. Unfortunatcly. this cannot
be done in reality, if we want. that the patient survives. On the other hand. there
is no patient damage if this dissection of the organ can be achieved virtually with
the medical data obtained by CT or l'vlRI (i.e.. the virtual organ). The resulting
ullfolded model has to facilitate the physician's inspection and detection of polyps.
111 this chapter, we present different. approaches to unfold the colon. After an
overview of the existing methods, we present ill detail two rnethods: a method that
unfolds the colon locally using local projcctions, and a method that obtains agiobal
unfolding of the colon.
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Fig. 1. Illllstration of the possible undersampling and multiple appearance of
polyps due to intersections of the cross-sections in high curvature areas. The dashed
cross-section line produces a multiple appearance of the polyp.

2 Related Work
"Vang et al. [20] proposed a t.echnique to straighten and lInravel an organ virtually.
Their approach starts with delining a path which is placed as close to the center
of thc object as possible. Then, a sequence of frames is calclliated. For each frame,
a cross-section orthogonal to the path tangent is calculated. The central path is
straightcned and the cross-sections are piled 1,0 form a staek. As a last. st.ep, the
st.raightened colon is unfolded by tracing rays in radial directions to the path.
The result is a volumetric model of thc unfolded colon. The model is displayed
aft.erwards using st.andard volume rcndering techniques. Tltis method ean be seen
as aresampling and parameterizat.ion operation.
However, one of the main problems of this tedmiqlle appcars in high curvature
areas of the central path. i.e., at path locations where thc radius of curvature is
bigger than the organ ciiameter. In sllch cases, orthogonal cross-sections intersect
each other in some regions or are far apart in some other regions (sec figllre 1). As
a eonsequence, a polyp ean appear more than once in the lInfolded model or it can
he missed compld.cly. Thesp. proulems are thp conse'1l1Pllce of undersampling anci

an alllbiguou::i parameterization of the organ surface.
In later \Vorks Wang et al. [18. 19] try to overCO[lW these problems. The authors lIse electrical field lines generated by a locally charged path to govern curved
cross-sections instead of planar seetions. The cross-sections t.end to diverge avoiding conAicts. If the complete path is charged t.hen the curved cross-sections will not
intersect. However, for each point of the field lines the contribution of each charge
on the path must be calculated. This operation is computationally so expensive
that. the authors propose to just locally charge the path. A small segment of the
puth contains t.he charges for each cross-section. In this way. thc method is feasible
in practice, but it cannot enSllre anymore t.hat the cllrved cross-sections will not.
interseet each other. In other words, it cannot ensure that. the parametrization of
the space will be IInambigllous. Furtherrnore, t.he llndersampling is still aproblem.
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Other authors propose methods 1.0 flat ten a polygonal representation of the
colon surface. Tlwse techniques involve ti:l5ks thaI. have already been used in texturemapping for computer graphics. A major step thert"!>y is to COllHé up with a suitable
surface paramct.erization. For texture lIlapping, this parameterization is used to assigll texture valucs to surface poillts. For surface flattening the parallletcrization
allows 1,0 display surface v,t!ues (e.g., color) in thc 2D parameter space [13]. ~vlany
techniqucs are dealing with texture distortions wbicb generally cannot be avoided
cntire1y. The distortions depend on the clIOsen surfacc-parameterization characteristics (e.g., length and area prcserving [2], angle preserving [ti] or a combination of
both [;U)j).
Haker et al. [;)1 use conformal (i.e., angle preserving) text.ure mapping 1,0 map the
polygonal colon surface 1.0 aplane. One of the main problems of this method is that
a highly accurate segmentation is necessary 1.0 emmre good results for diagnosis. The
entire polygonal surface is Hattened. The result is a triangulated plane where thc
polyps have also been Hattened. Shading is applied to the fiattened surface using the
normals of the original surface and the color-coded mean curvature. This is the only
information which helps the physician in identifying polyps in thc unfolded plane.
Furthermore, the surface needs to be smoothed to achieve a good mean-curvature
calculation which can imply smoothing and mi;;sing polyps.
In t.he prcvious methods, the whole colon surface was unfolded or flattened.
Tö incrcase thc visible surface, Paik et al. [12] propose 1.0 use different camera
projections. With a normal endoscopie view just 8% of the solid angle of the camera
is seen in each frame. Paik et al. project the whole solid angle of the camera by
map projection techniques used for geographical charts. They suggest 1.0 use the
Mercator projectinn for mapping the solid angle t.o the final image. This technique
samples the solid angle of the camera, then the solid anglc is mapped onto a cylinder
which is mapped finally to the image. This method generates a video that the
physician has 1.0 inspecl..
Serlie ct al. [14] present a methoJ based on image-based renJering. In a preprocessing step, a cubic environment map is cakulated at each camera position
along the central pat h. These environment maps can Iw used to obtain real-time
navigation using image-hased rendering, as proposed by \Negenkittl ct al. [21]. Serlie et al. [14] also propose 1.0 display these cubic maps unfolded in order that the
physician has a 360 degrecs field of view.
All these methods introduce some kind of deformation. Flattening a surface
in 3U space onto a :2D plane introduces distortions unless the surface has zero
Gaussian curvature. [J Ij

3 Local Colon U nfolding
In I.his section, we pro pose a met.hod to unfold the colon using a new camera
project ion technique. This mcthod )7] generatcs a video whcre each frame is a
local unfolding of the organ. It allows 1.0 inspeel. Incally unfolded regions such that
multiple appearances or polyps do not occur. This method is similar to the one
proposed by Serlie et al. [14 j.
The prcsenteJ method involves Illoving a camera along the centra\ path of the
colon. Scvcral techniques can be llsed tn generate a smooth central path (see, e.g.,
Vilanova et al. [J 5]).
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At each camera pusitiun along the central path, an orthogonal coordinate systcm
is taken which specifies the location and nricntation of a cylinder. One cllordinate
axis is given IJY t.he tangp.nt vector of the centra! pat.h. Thc ot.her axes are in the
plane orthogonal to the central path at the camera posit.ion. The Frenet frame is
comlllonly used to define a coordinat(e syst.em for a point. on a curve. However, it
is not a good choice in our ca.,;e. Firstly, thc Frenet. frame is not defined in linear
purtions of thc centra! path. Secundly, by rnoving along the path, the two vectors
orthogonal to the tangent vector can rotate considerab!y, thns reducing coherence
uetween adjacent frames. Irlstead of the Frenet. frame. we use a rotation-rninirnizing
coordinat.e frame as presented by Klok [8].

CCh,a)

f (u, v)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the projection procedure. A region of the organ surface is
projected onto the cylinder C(h, a). Then, the cylinder is rnapped to the image
1(u,v).

For each camera position, a srnall cylinder C(h, (l)l tangent. to the path is
defined. The point in the middle of t.he cylinder axis corresponds to the camera
position. For each ray, direct vol urne rendering is used to calculat.e the color which
corresponds to the cylinder point where the ray was projected. Final1y, the colored
cylinder with the sampled rays is developed into a 2D image f( 11. v) by a simple
lllapping function f : (h, a) ---> (11, v) (see figure 2). The sirnplest rnapping function
is the identity whcre f(h, a) = (h, a).
Thc cylinder axis lIlUSt ue short enough, such that the cylinder does not penetrate the surface of the colon. This can he done by taking into account thc distance
of the path to the organ sur[ace.
Thc reslllt is a video where each frame shows the projection of a small part of
the inner sur[ace of the organ onto a cylinder. If tbe camera is movecl slowly enougb
the coherence between frames will be high and the observer will be able to follow
thc rnuvement of thc surface and polyps.
In high curvature areas, the intersection of cross-sections abo occurs (sec ligure 1). However, crossing of rays can happen just uetween frames, which does not
cause a multiple appearance of a polyp within a single image. :'.loving along the
central pat.h in a high curvatllre area, a polyp might move up and down (due 1.0
1

Throughout this chapter. scalars are given in italics and vectors in bold typeface.
Angles are c1enot.ed by Greek letters. For example, C(h, a) is a function which
returns a vector (point) and has as parameters two scalars ft and 0', where a is
an angle.
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Fig. 3. a) Constant angle sampling: it is shown that different surface lengths are
represented by the samc length in the cylinder. b) Perimeter sampling: same length
but different angle.

crossing rays), but it is cleur!y identified as a single object. The user is able of
tracking the polyp lTlovement if the coherence between frames is high enough.
The sampling distance (i.e., the distance between two consecutive rays) in the hdirection is cow;t.ant, and it must he at most half of the size of a voxel (see figure 2).
In this way, correct sampling (with respect to the Nyquist limit) is possible in the
h-direction.
In the next sections. two methods are described which project the organ surface
onto the cylinder rIepending on the sampling of angle Cl, i.e., constant anglc sampling
and perimeter sampling.

3.1 Constant Angle Sampling
Constant angle sampling mcans that the angle between consf'cutive rays in the Clriirf'ction is constant for rays with the same h-value. Figurt: :la illustrates how this
sampling is done. Using this method, the cylinder is sampled uniformly but not thc
organ surface.
The advantage of th is method is that thc rdationship between both directions
is preserved locally. Therefore, the angles arc locally preserved toa. An image genemteri hy this method can he seen in figure 4a.
On the other hand, thc art'a of the project.ed region is not preserved (see figure 3a). Thereforc, the si:w of a projected polyp depends on the distance of the
cylinder axis to the organ surface cavity. Consequently, the physician cannot trust
the si;;;es of the projected polyps. With constant sampling, polyps can be missed
if the angle increment. is too large (see ligurf' 3a). Ir the sampling distance is too
small, rays are t.raced where it would not be necessary. This makes the method
inp.fficient.

3.2 Perimeter Sampling
With perimeter sampling, ra}'s are calculated such that the surface length that they
represent is constant. A constant sample length l is defined. l must he at most half
thc size of a voxel to stay above the l\'yqllist frequency and thereforc not ta miss
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allY importallt feature. I should have the same value as thc sampling distance in
thc h-directioll 1,0 preserve the ratio, or proportion, in the final mappillg.
The algorithm incrementally calculatcs the ray dircctions which are in the plane
defineJ by a certain valuc of h. The angle between the current ray and the next
unc is compnt.ed such thaI, the lengt.h of the surface sample thaI, t.he current ray
represents is I in the lt-c1irection (see figure 3IJ). T, is defined as the distance from
the cylinder a.xis 1.0 th(~ surfacc point hit by the ith ray. The surface sample lcngth
in t.hc cx-direction that a ray represents is approximated by t.hc arc with radius r,.
Thercfore, the value of the angle incrernent for thc next ray is estirnated as 1.. radians. This projcction method projects thc organ surface 1,0 a generalized cyii~lder

a)

b)

Fig. 4. a) Constant anglc sampling of the organ surface. b) Same camera position
as a) but with perimeter sampling. Thc bottorn images show a grid with constant
angle cx.

whose radii are not constant within thc cylinder. :'vloving along the centra! path,
varying perimeter lengths are represented by a varying number of rays. Therefore,
the generalized cylinder is not lllapped 1,0 a complet.e rectangular domain (see figure 4b). The mapping function f in this case maps each sampled ray 1.0 a pixel in
the image (i.e., cach pixel corresponds to an area of size l x I on the surface). The
project.cd point thaI, corresponds 1,0 the first ray is positioncd on a vertical line in
the center of the image. Then, from left 1,0 right. the ray valucs are mapped onto
the image uutil the perimeter Icngth is reachcd.
This projection is area preserving. The relativc sizes of surface elemcnts are
prescrved in the image planc and do not depend on thc distance of the cylinder axis
to the surface. On the other hand, a distortion is introduced with respect 1,0 the h
and (}-directions, so the angles are not preserved anymorc. At the vertical center linc
of the image, no distortion occurs, but the distortion increases progressivcly when
we move to tbe left or right. Figure 4b shows an image generated with perimeter
sampling. The superimposed grid corresponds 1,0 a regular grid in a constant angle
sampling of the cylinder.
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4 NonlinearColon Unfolding
The method presented in section 3 requires that the physician reviews a video
and cannot visl.lalize thc complete surface at. oncc. In this section, we describe a
method [Hi] to obtain a complete model of t he unfoldcd colon. This method uses
similar ideas as the method oy Wang et al. [20]. The technique provides solutions
to multiple appearances of pulyps, distortion aml undersampling. In our approach,
the colon unfolding does not pruduce a surface hut a height field (distance of the
colon surface to a central puth). This avoids that the polyps are f1attened as with
the methods pruposed by lIaker et al. [51. Furthermore, the height field gives a more
natural visualization than a color-coded f1attened surface.
Unfolding the colon can he divided into three main steps: nonlinear ray casting,
which solves thc problem of multiple appearances of polyps; nonlinear 2D sealing,
which rcduces the dist.ortion due to nonuniform sampling; and resampling, which
avoids to miss polyps.
As in loca! unfolding, a centra! path is calculated. A distance map is generated
frum the central path [10]. The distance map contains the distance to the nearest
point on the central path. A coordinatc frame is moved along the path. For each path

cross-sections

Fig. 5. Elimination of multiple polyp appearances or non!inear ray casting.
posltlon. rays are initializcd in the plane orthogonal to the puth, following radial
directions (constant angle sampling). 1'0 avoid multiple appcarances of polyps in
high curvature areas of the puth, thc rars follow the negutive gradient direction of
the precalcuJated distance map. The rays are not straight lines anymore. They do
not cruss each other. out converge at most. (see figure 5). :\onlinear ray casting ha.'i
already been investigated before Ly several authors (e.g.. Gröller [4]). Section 4.1
explains how these rays are traced.
Along each curved ray, direct volume rende ring is performed. The ray is term inated when it hits the surface of the colon. The result of the uonlinear ray casting
cau be interpreted as a 2D cylindrical parameterization of the inner colon surface.
One parameter corresponds to the position along the path. The second parameter specifies the ray within the planc orthogonal to the C1Jrrent path position. The
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distances betwccn ra.!, origins on the central path and intersected points on the
colon surface determille a hcight field. The hcight field is unfolded, and the result
cOlTesponds t.o a parall(~l projection of the unfolded height field.
J\ionlinear ray cast.ing samples the height field nonuniformly. A straightforward
unfoldillg 1.0 a regular grid (i.e., a uniform parameterization) contains severe area
distortiolls and is therefore not optima!. In a second st.ep, an it.erative sealing transforms the previously generated 20 parameter grid in order 1,0 compensate for these
distortions. Aft.er t.he scaling, the rat.ios between the area thaI, the samples represent anel their area in the 2D grid are approximately equa!. The second step is
ba.sed on nonlinear 2D sealing thaI, is used in a similar way for magnification fields
in information visualization [7]. In section 4.2, the algorithm is described in detail.
Afterwards. the colon surface is resampled with an adequate minimum sampling
rate using the transformeel 20 grid.

4.1 Nonlinear Ray Casting
The central path of the colon is described by a parametric curve c(v). We define
dist(p) : JR.3 ~ IR a.s a function which gives the minimum distance between a point
panel c( v). dist(p) is sampled in a discrete distance map Dist( q) : IN 3 --+ IR where
q is a voxel position in the volume. A reconstruction filter is applied to Dist( q) 1.0
approximate riist(p)(see Vilanova et al. [16] for details).
dist(p) is continuOlIs in the tirst derivative nearly everywhcre. Exceptions are
rielge and val!ey lines of t.he distance map rf-ist(p). di.~t(p) induces a vectorfield
thaI, is deHned by the gradient, - V' dist(p). Tt is krlown that trajcctories of such
vectorfields wil! not cross each other and are llnambiguous (see Abraham et al. [11
for details). These trajectories wil! corresponel 1,0 our nonlinear rays. The nonlinear
rays are traced from t.he cent ral path in uphil! direction, i.e., along the negative
gnldient direct.ion -'Vdist(p). Furthermon~, in our situation. trajectories wil! not
produce cycles, since it is impossiblc 1.0 retUrIl to t.he same point by always moving
uphill. In t.hc worst. case, the nonlinear rays will merge in ridge and valley lines,
but they will not cross. With these curved rays the multiple appearance of polyps
is avoideel and an unambigllolls and correct paramcterization of the inner colon
surface is obtained.

Casting of Nonlinear Rays
The Hrst st.ep 1,0 trace the nonlinear rays is 1,0 move a coorelillate frame along
the curve c(v). We again llse the rotation-minimizing coorelinate frame of Klok [8].
For each position on thc path, a constant number of rays is traccd. The initial point
of each ray is placed in the plane orthogonal 1,0 the path. Note that thc gradient is
not detined along the path c( v) since it is a val!ey line of the distance map dist(p).
Therefore. the initial points are placed circularly at a small elistance from the path
position. Onee the initial points have been determined (11 parameterization), the
rays are traccd integrating the negative gradient of t.he distance map.
The rays have the tendency 1,0 be perpendicular 1.0 the path c(v). This is tbe
direction of maximal change of di8t(p) in lincar segments of the patb. The rays
become cllrved in areas where the curvature of the path increases.

Colon Surface Parameterization
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In the previous sectiou, nonlinear and non-crossing rays were traced from the
centra! path c(~·) towards the colon surface. 'vVhilc the rays are traccd, direct volume
rendering is performed. Thc ray terminates when the colon surfaCl-' is hit. The result
of tllc nonlinear ray casting is a sampling of thc inner surfacc of thc organ.
The tracing of tllC nonlinear rays defines an unambiguous paramctcrization of
thc inner colon surface s(u, IJ). Here, 11 is the parameter along thc central path c(v),
and IL is the radia! anglc a!ong which the nonliIJear rays arc start cd (IL E [O,2iT]).

Fig. 6. Surface obtained aftel' nonlinear ray
is nonuniform.

ca.~ting.

Thc sampling of the surface

Figurc 6 shows s( u, v) which results from applying nonlinear ray casting to a
colon piece. 'rhe lincs correspond to the isolincs of thc parametric surfacc s(u, v).
Thc parameter span, is samplcd uniformly in thc u and 11 dircction, but this does
not corrcspond to a uniform sampling of s( u, 11).
Unfolding of the s(v,1I) surface can easily be done by Imipping s(u, v) onto
a rcgular grid in thc 2D IL, v-parameter space. [n figurc 7a, parameterization of
thc colon surfacc is do ne with straight rays (ambiguous paramcterization and nonuniform sampling). In figure 7b, a parameterization of the colon surface is done
with curved rays (unambiguolls parameterization. but still non-uniform sampling).
Nonlinear ray casting avoids that features appeal' more than once, but on the
oUlcr hand the sampling of the surface is far from being uniform. There are oversamplcd area:;, which lcad Lo geometrie ueformations. and abo undcrsarnpled area.9
exist. In the lat.t.,r case, deformations appeal' out also features of thc surface can
be missed.
In figure 7a, the solid circles illdicatc areas where features appeal' more than
once. Using nonlinear ray casting, the polyps do not appeal' more than once, and
instead an enlargement of thc feature appears (figure 7b). The areas marked by
da.9hed circles indicate undersampled areas and therefore areas wherc features are
possibly missed. Not.e that the same undersampled area~ arc present in both figures.
In the next section. all algorithm is preselltcu to obtain an unfolding of the
parametric surface s( ll, v) which avoids geometric deforrnations and undersampling.
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Fig. 7. a) linfolding of the colon surface of the data set prescnted in figure 6 using
straight rays. Solid circles indicate areas where polyps appeal' more thall Ollce.
Da.~heu circles indicate ulldersarnpled areas. b) Parametric surfacc generated using
llonlincar rays a.~ shown in figure 6. Unfoldillg is dOlle onto a regular grid. Multiple
appcarance of polyps disappear, but ulldersampled area.~ not.

4.2 Nonlinear 2D Sealing
In thc previous sectioll, an unambiguous parameterization of the inner colon surface
projected to the central path has been introduced. The sampling of the surface
s(1L,"IJ) uefines a valid and non self-intersecting quadrilateral mesh on the colon
surface (see figure 6). Furtherrnore, the distance between the surface point s(u, v)
and the corresponding path position c(v) defilles a hcight field T(U, u).
The goal of nonlinear 2D sealing is to achieve a 2D grid (i.e., parameter space)
which approximates a parallel projection of the unfolded hcight field (see 4.1). The
llnfolded height field shall approximately preserve the length of the cdges of s( u, v)
in u- and v-direction.

Height-field Unfolding
In the nOlllinear ra)' ca.-;ting, a :~D quadrilateral mesh is obtained. We know the
distances bi betwcell adjacent quadrilateral vertices (i.e., the length of the edgcs
of the quadrilateral). [f we prescrve these distanccs in the 2D grid (i.e., parameter
space), the sizes of thc quadrilaterals will he preserved (sce figure 8b). However,
by preserving the 3D cdges of the quadrilateral mesh, we flat ten the surface and
thc polyps. This is due to the fact that we do not take the heigilt field r(u, v) into
account. 'liVe want that the edges of the 3D quadrilateral mcsh are preserved in the
unfolded height field. This illlplies that the distance e bctween edges in the 2D grid
should correspond 1,0 the lengt_h of the project ion of the edges onto the grid plane
(sec figurc 8c).
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Usiug these ohservat.:ous, Wf, define e sueh tllat the unfoJded height field preserves t.he length of t.lw edges of the ;~D quadrilateral lIlesh iu n and v direction (see
Vilano\'a ct aL [Hij for details). lu the uext sectiou. an algorithlll to obtain sueh a
2]) grid is preselltt,d.
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Fig. 8. IJlust.ration of height field uufolding in /l direct ion: a) eross-section of r( u, v)
for a fixed value of v, IJ) llnfolding preserving the edge lengths b, of the 3D quadrilat.eral Illesh in the 20 grid, and c) llnfolding prescrving the edge Icngths b, of the
:3D quadrilateral IIIesh iu the height field.

Nonlinear 20 Sealing
The objeetive of the nOldinear 2D scaliug algorithm is to generate a 20 grid
whose edges preserve thc length e( i, j. k, l), calculated ,!.s explaincd in the previous
sectiun. In e(i,J. k, i), i and k correspond te> the ith and kth sampled parameter
vallIe in 'u-airection, and respectively j ana I correspond to the jth and hh sampled
parameter valul' in v-directioll. Findiug all analytieal sulution to this problem is too
eumplex, su a nurn~,rical solution is adopted. 'VVl' use an approach similar to the one
presf,nted by Keahey et ai [7J. The main differeuee is that our algorithm not only
preserves are.!.", but also the edge lcngths.
"Ve define a funetiou T( i, j): 1N 2 ---t IR? as a trausformatiou of a 20 regular
grid. T(i,j) ha.,; to bc CO-continuous aud it sholild preserve the order (i.e., no
Ilipping edge or grid node).
We define a 2D sealing field S as a field of 501lar valucs for each edge. Each
sealar value indicat es the sealing factor that a transformation T has applied to
the edge. 'rhe ~O sealing lield S for an edge delined between T( i, j) and T(k, i) is
S( i, j, k, l) := ;jT(i, j) - T(k, I) 11. A ~D sealing field 5 is dcfined for any transformation T.
The goal of the tlonlinear 20 sealing algorithm is 1.0 find a transformation Tg
sueh that the equation e(l,j,k,l) = IITg(i,j) - Tg(k,I)11 holds for all vahIes of
(i.j). where (k.l) is a 4-connccted ncighhor of (i,j). In uther words, we want to
find a 1.ransformatiun Tg whose 2D scaling field is 5 g ( i, j, k, I) = e( i, j, k, I) for each
edge of the grid.
The major problern is to find the coordinat.es (x. y) of the transformation Tg,
given thc scalar val lies of the 2D sealing field 5 g • It is clcar that for the same
2D sealing field several transforrnations are possible. 'VVe have llsed an iterative
mcthod whieh providcs a nUlllcrieal solution. The goal of the algorithm is to find a
transformation Ta that provides a good approxirnation of Tg.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the nonlinear 2D sealing algorithm using the same data set as
in figure 6. a) Initial Ta corn~sponding to a 128x 171 grid. b) Ta aftel' 960 iterations
of the algorithm.

Given a transfurmation Ta. thc eorresponding sealing field Sa can easily be
cakulated. A sealing field error ean then be COlllPllt(~d by Se = Sg - Su.. Se gives
the diff'~rence bet.ween thc eurrent sealing fidd Sa and the desired scaling field S9'
Thc iterative algorithrn starts with '1~ as arcgIllar grid. Then 8" and Se are
ea1culat.ed. The aJgorithlll it.eratcs over eaeh node of the griel. For eaeh node, the
value of ,'ie at. each of the 4-conneeted neighlJors is investigated. lf Se > 0 (i.e., the
edge is not lüng cnough) then thc neighbor is llloved away from the node. If Se < 0
(i.e., the edge is too long) then the neighbor is pllilcd towards the node. The edge
is mudificd bya length of Se(i.j. k, I)G'r/2 when~ C,. E [0, I] is a parameter of thc
algorit.bm. The division by '2 is neccssary beeause cach edge is treated twice, onee
for eaeh vertex of the edge. Chunging an edge is thus do ne by rnodifying eaeh of
its vert,ees. An important. requirement of the algorithm is to preserve th(~ order. So
til" nei,;hbon; are !tl()ved a",; fur as Se ilnJ Cr allow without. flipping cdges.
Thc ncighboring nodc·s arc changed with eoordinate-aligned movements. These
lllovernents have the t.endellcy to preserve the reetangular appearanee defined by
{Ta (i,j), T" (i + 1,j). Ta (i, 1,j + 1), Ta (l.j + ll), whieh. for example, does
not degenerate to a tria.ngle.
Onee the iteration ha.~ run for all thc nodes, thc new T .. is gcnerated. Then,
a new S'" and a new Se are calculated from the resulting Ta. Se is calculatcd just
onee per iteration.
Tlw convergenee factor is mca.sured llsing the distance between the approximating sealing field S,~ and the desircd 2D sealing fidd Sg. This is expressed as thc
root mean squared error a of S".
Thc convcrgence of thc algorithm ean be improved by starting with aT a which
is a doser approximation of the desired resllit than a reglilar grid. Thc length of
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cdg;es within a horizontal line (i.c., thc hori:wntal edgcs betwcen nodes with
t.he same .i value) are set sueh that the iine length approximates the perimeter of
t.ilt' colon in thc corresponding cross-seetion. The distanee betweell two eonseeutive
horizontal lines is set to thc ave rage of the vertieal edge IClIgths in 8 9 whieh join
the nodes between the two lincs (see figure 9a). This init.ial modified grid leads to a
faster eonvergence uy gcnerating basieally thc same result aE a reglIlar grid would
give.
The cornplexity of che nonlinear 20 sealing algorithm is O(k . n . m) where
n x 7/1 is the size of the original grid and k b the nllmber of iterations needed for
eonvergem;c.
Figure 9a shows the initia! grit! Ta for the segment of the colon presented in
figure Ö. The resülution of the grid is 128x171 and the initial vallle of CT is 0.800S.
After 960 iteratiow; Ta has been evolved into the grid in figure 9b. The value of CT
is o 28üS.

a)

b)

Fig. 10. Resampling after t.he nonlinear 20 sealing. a) 128x171 shaded grid using
bilinear interpolatioll. b) Simdillg of the resaIllpled grid.

4.3 Resampling
The nonlinear 2D sealing provides 11 mapping between the 30 quadrilateral mesh
and a 2D grid avoiding area deformations. Thc eolor of eaeh ray obtained in the
nonlinear ray casting step is assigned to its corresponding node in the 2D grid.
Bilinear interpolation is lIsed to filJ the quadrilaterals of the grid. An example can
be seen in figure 10a. The areas eneirded by dashed ellipses are the same as in
figure 7. Some featurcs are missing due to undersampling.
The undersampled areas are easily idcntifiahle from the 2D grid. A minimum
bample step for the 2D grid is defined. The sample step eorresponds directly to
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a sample step in the ~~D space. For each quadrilateral, the subdivision consists of
a subgrid whose edge lengths are smaller than or equal to the sample

gf'l1f~rating
st.t~p.

Eadi of the ncwly generated nodes in t.he grid can easily he idemified with its
corresponding point in 3D Ilsing lillear int.erpolat.ion. The :3D point.s do not correspond to surface points, but thcy arc close to tril! colon sllrfan~. A short nonlinear
ray scgment t.hrough the point. is investigated to locale thc correct surface point.
Then the rays are traeed forward again to find thc correct surfacc point.
The rcsulting color values arc mapped directly to the eorresponding point in
the 2D grid. The resull.s of thc rcsampling proceuure ean oe seen in figurc lab. The
cncircled areas show rcgions where features that werc not present in Hgure lOa have
becn identified.

4.4 Results
The CT volumc data of an extracted colon with a resolution of 38Jx120x632 is
used in our experiments (sec figure C.3:3 right top). The colon is 50 cm long and
contains 13 polyps. The unfolding of this colon can be seen in figure C.33 to the
left. All the polyps could be dctected easily by inspection. Tht~ cxtracted colon
wa..~ physieally dissected and several pictures of thc disscctcd colon werc also taken.
These picturcs enable a qualitative comparison uetween the real data and the results
of thc prcsented algorit.hlll (see figure C.:33).

5 Conclusions
Simulat.ing an enuoscopic view is not the most suitable visualization technique in
many endoseopy procedures. For example. if the physician is int.erested in inspeeting
t.he inner surface of the organ, the endoscopie view visllalizes just a very small
percentage of it. This chapt.er prcscnted various tcchniqlles which generated an
IJnfolded model of a colon. This lInfolded model allows a more efficient visualization
of the inuer surface. Thcy are generateu by projeetion, resampling and/or adequate
paramet.erization of the organ.
Sectilln 3 describes a technique that. loeally unfolds the colon. and generates an
anirnation sequence from consecutive unfokled regions. Thc images all ow the physician t.o visualize most. of thc surface, and to easily reeognize polyps that would be
hidden in an endoscopie view by folds or wOlild be hard t.o loealizc. For more examples rder to www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/vis/vismed/ColonFlattening/.
With thc previous method. the physician has to inspeet a video 1.0 he able to
visualize thc whole surfaee. Thc colon-unfolding technique in section 4 €nahles thc
physicians to get a fast ovcrview of the entire organ surfaee within a single image.
'Ihis approach so/ves the problem that previous techniques had [20]. Compensation
of area distortions dlle to the unfolding is aehievcd using an itcrative method.
However angle distort.ions are not taken into account. For more rcslllts refer 1.0
www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/vis/vismed/ColonUnfolding/.
The methods prescnted in chapters 3 and ·1 have been t.ested with a data set
that enablcd a qualit.ative eomparison of the resulting images with images of the
corresponding real cxtracted eolon with satisfactory reslllts.
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These t.echniqlles present. a ncw
inspeet their inner surface.
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pararneteri:.le the organs in order to
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